Proven

Precise

Ecometer™
Gilbarco Veeder-Root’s EcometerTM is the retail fuelling industry’s most accurate metering device.
Conventional meters can cost retailers with
high throughput more than 13,000 litres
annually in lost fuel. This adds up to thousands
of Euros in lost profits. Gilbarco Veeder-Root

has developed a way to get those profits back: The EcometerTM is now available in Ultra
High Flow for factory fit or retrofit options.
the Ecometer™ axial flow meter. With over
100,000 units installed worldwide, the
Ecometer™ is the industry’s only field
proven advanced meter technology.

Proven. Precise. Profitable. Protected.

Ecometer™
Proven

Precise

> Over 100,000 Ecometers™
installed globally

> 75% fewer moving parts than
traditional piston meters

> More than a decade of documented
field performance in over 30 countries

> 3 3% fewer leak points than
typical piston meters

> Retailers have already saved over
90 million litres in lost fuel

> Precision tolerances for improved
meter accuracy

Protected

Profitable

> Integrated Pulser improves security
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> Lower maintenance and
calibration costs

> Better protection against tampering,
fraud and theft
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> S hort payback period

Data supported by Gilbarco Veeder-Root field tests
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Myth: Ecometer™ is useful for sites with high throughput only.
Fact: 	Ecometer™ reduces fuel losses even for smaller stations. Wet stock reconciliation report at a 4 million litre throughput
site in UK showed fuel savings of around 600litres / month saving approximately € 9,000 / annum for the site.
		 To find out how much you could save, visit www.gilbarco.eu/ecometercalculator/

Key Benefits of Ecometer™
1. No touching parts means
minimal wear and minimal
meter drift leading to
reduced fuel losses &
fewer re-calibrations.

2. L ow pressure loss and
smooth linear flow across
the meter, means higher
flow rates and eliminates
“Pulse Bunching” leading
to more accurate metering.

3.	Two thirds of the leak points 4. E lectronic calibration enables
of a typical piston meter.
simpler and quicker servicing.
Fewer leak points means
very low chance of leakage.

For more information on the Ecometer™ contact us at:
Gilbarco Veeder-Root
Crompton Close, Basildon,
Essex, SS14 3BA, UK
Tel: +44 (0) 1268 533090
Email: gilbas.sales@gilbarco.com

Visit www.gilbarco.eu to find out exactly how much
you can save on your site.
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